
Daily 
Walk

Week 1— Dec. 31 to Jan. 6 



DAILY WALK—HOW TO USE GUIDE

The Daily Walk is built around the message series at the Walla Walla University Church in conjunction with a couple 
dozen other Adventist churches. Each week, we will provide a daily Bible study that you can do by yourself, with your 
friends and family, or in your life group. The studies are available both online and printed as a hard copy that you can 
collect at church the week before the message is preached. 

FORMAT
Each study will have the following components:

1. Refresh: 2 Corinthians informs us that the Holy Spirit leads us to truth, so we pray for His guidance before we begin to 
read or reflect.

2. Read: Each day, you will read the passage of the week in a different translation or paraphrase. These are provided 
through online links. The references are provided in the hard copy, but you will need to invest in three versions of the 
Bible in order to find them this way. As you read, take note of 1–3 insights or questions. These can be used in addition 
to or instead of the recalibrate questions provided. 

3. Reflect: Context is critical, and we will provide some—along with possible applications that will help you as you try to 
determine the message God has for you through the passages you’ve read.

4. Recalibrate: These suggested questions seem worth processing, but do not feel pressured to answer or address all of 
them. Some are practical and focused on family and children. You may also come up with questions of your own that 
are more relevant to your life and situation. 

5. Respond: Close each study with prayer and a challenge for how you will apply what you’ve learned to your circle 
(those closest to you) and community (those you interact with at work, school, etc.). Research: If you have time, we 
provide a few suggestions for further study. We also include a reading list for the sermon series. 

6. Research: If you have time, we provide a few suggestions for further study. We also include a reading list for the 
sermon series. 

FOUNDATION
Developing a sermon series requires endless hours of careful prayer, study, research, and conversation. Even so, a 
sermon has limits in terms of how much it can address. Some of you are keen to extend the sermon topic much further, 
going into greater depth than can typically be accomplished in 30–40 minutes. Begin by reading the Bible broadly. Look 
for connections between the story you are studying and other Bible stories. Use the cross references in the margins of 
your Bible to explore the possible applications of each text. Read the relevant sections of 2–3 Bible commentaries. Listen 
to a variety of sermons addressing the subject area to discover the interpretations and insights different speakers have 
brought to the text. If you find a great book on the subject, look at the author’s list of references for more books and 
articles you could explore. 

FAITH 
Your faith will grow and you will become stronger disciples of Jesus through engaging in daily Bible study. The more time 
you spend in the Word (Bible), the more it will point you to the Truth (Jesus). 
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SERIES INTRODUCTION
From the very beginning of time, from before we existed or time was even a construct, the three members of the Godhead 
(Father, Son, and Spirit) dreamed of a story that would continue throughout eternity. This story is what Paul would later 
refer to as the “eternal purpose” (Ephesians 3:11). Frank Viola suggests, in the opening chapter of his book The Untold 
Story of the New Testament Church, that we were created to continue the story. He writes:

“. . . God wills to produce a community on earth that will reflect the community that is found among the Father, the 
Son, and the Spirit.” (p. 27)

Yet every single day, when we look around the world in which we live, we are confronted by horror. This horror is not only 
taking place in distant war-torn countries, but often appears on our doorsteps. Is this what the Kingdom of God looks like? 
Is this how the story is supposed to progress? What is the meaning of Jesus’ sacrifice on the cross if it makes no tangible 
difference in this suffering world? These are normal questions to ask—but our questions can’t stop here. If we shift the 
focus of our questions just a little, very different answers begin to emerge. Could it be, for instance, that we are not yet 
able to see the incredible shift that took place when Jesus ascended to heaven? Is it possible that we have not individually 
connected to the Spirit of God that makes us able to detect the surprising and shocking transformations taking place all 
around us? Could it be that we have not heeded all that God has called us to become as precious people created in His 
image?

While we will not cover the whole book of Acts in this sermon series, you will likely find it difficult to resist reading all the 
chapters. Over the next three months, you will be greatly challenged to find your own role in continuing the shared story of 
humanity here on earth. Something amazing happened in the first few years of the early Church that caused an uprising 
which continues to send shock waves through the earth. This story is part of your life today. It is not just about what 
happens here on earth, but also about what happens in the Universe as a whole. This story is about the power of the 
Cross. This story is about the presence of the Spirit in our lives. 

The primary question we will investigate over the next three months is “How is Jesus continuing His work of redemption 
through the Church?” We look forward to exploring this together in our local communities through two sermon series: “…
To Be Continued,” digging each week in the book of Acts. 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BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Acts for Everyone, Part One: Chapters 1–12 by N. T. Wright
Acts for Everyone, Part Two: Chapters 13–28 by N. T. Wright
Acts: Smyth & Helwys Bible Commentary by J. Bradley Chance
Acts: Zondervan Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament by Eckhard J. Schnabel
A Theology of the Holy Spirit by Frederick Dale Bruner
Following Jesus: Disciple-Making and Movement-Building by Peter Roennfeldt
Good Faith by David Kinnaman & Gabe Lyons
Interpretation: A Bible Commentary for Teaching and Preaching by William H. Willimon
Preaching by Timothy Keller
The Acts of the Apostles by William Barclay 
The Acts of the Apostles by Ellen G. White 
The Challenge of Jesus by N. T. Wright
The Rise of Network Christianity by Brad Christerson & Richard Flory
The Untold Story of the New Testament Church by Frank Viola
Toxic Christianity by Robert D. Lupton
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SUNDAY, DECEMBER 31, 2017
Series: The Mvmnt Message: The Acts of the Exalted Jesus Preacher: Andre Wang Reflection: Andre Wang 
Live Wonder: Zan Long Live Adventure: Zan Long Live Purpose: Jessyka Albert Editor: Becky De Oliveira  

Refresh: Open with prayer. Ask for the Holy Spirit to open your heart to new understanding and for God’s character to be 
revealed.

Read: Acts 1:1–11; 28:11–24, 30–31 in the English Standard Version (ESV). Note 1–3 insights or questions.

Reflect: It’s a rule of life: Children require parental direction and guidance. Sometimes gentle nudging provides the 
necessary learning experience. Other times, more direct measures are needed.

As a twelve-year-old, I wanted to be outside with my friends all the time. Whether we were playing basketball in the 
driveway or hanging out under a tree, being with my friends was all that mattered to me. But there were more important 
matters to attend to—getting my homework  done, practicing my violin, cleaning my room, and completing household 
chores. Usually all it would take to get me back on track was for my mom to call my name and remind me of my 
responsibilities for the day. On one particular occasion, as my friends and I were in the middle of a hard game of 
basketball, my mom came out with her customary reminder. I was having a hot game and so I ignored her. Ten minutes 
later, she came out again and asked for me to come in. Once again, her request was ignored. Then five minutes later, she 
came out, marched right into the middle of the game, and confiscated the ball, tucking it under her arm. “Inside!” mom 
said sternly.

In the early part of Acts chapter 1, we see that Jesus “ordered” His disciples to stay in Jerusalem to “wait for the promise 
of the Father.” Notice this was an order, not a request. Why would Jesus issue such an blunt directive to His disciples?

While they were grown men, the disciples still needed direction. They not only needed their attention re-focused on what 
was about to happen to them, but they also needed to recognize the gravity of the situation. Jesus required that they stay 
put and prepare for the greatness that was about to happen.

It was a call to exercise discipline, patience and vigilance . . . waiting “for the promise of the Father.” Greatness is rarely, if 
ever, instantaneous. It takes time. And focus. What is Jesus being blunt with you about?

Recalibrate: Under what circumstances has God been blunt in your life? How did you respond?

Respond: Once you’ve identified those blunt circumstances, reflect on what those circumstances had in common that 
required God to be so direct with you.

Research: Explore Scripture and find instances where God used bluntness to provide direction and what those 
circumstances had in common.

Recharge: Wonder/Adventure/Purpose

Play “What shall we do while we are waiting?” with your child. While waiting 
for breakfast. While waiting for the lights to change at a stoplight or to cross the 
road when taking a walk. Or waiting to go to sleep. You can sing a song, do 
advance, list all your favorite things. Have fun.

Waiting can be tough, especially if you really want what you’re waiting for, like a huge 
bowl of ice-cream or your turn on an awesome game. Make a plan to to do 
something good while you wait. It could be helping someone, creating 
something, or going on an imaginary holiday to an amazing place.

Jesus told His disciples to wait on the Holy Spirit and then to go out and 
witness because the Holy Spirit is worth waiting for. Make a list of all the 
things that are worth waiting for: ice cream and french fries, your driver’s 
license, Christmas . . . 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MONDAY, JANUARY 1, 2018
Series: The Mvmnt Message: The Acts of the Exalted Jesus Preacher: Andre Wang Reflection: Andre Wang 
Live Wonder: Zan Long Live Adventure: Zan Long Live Purpose: Jessyka Albert Editor: Becky De Oliveira  

Refresh: Open with prayer. Ask for the Holy Spirit to open your heart to new understanding and for God’s character to be 
revealed.

Read: Acts 1:1–11; 28:11–24, 30–31 in the New Living Translation (NLT). Note 1–3 insights or questions. 

Reflect:  In the interest of full disclosure, I am not a theologian. I am a lawyer. For a living, I parse statutes, regulations, 
and case law to render a proper interpretation to advise my clients on how the law applies to their real-world scenario or 
problem. Legal interpretation takes two basic forms: strict construction and liberal construction. Strict construction adheres 
to the “letter of the law” while liberal construction surveys the “spirit of the law.”

Words have specific meanings. Yesterday we reflected on Jesus’ “order” to His disciples to stay in Jerusalem. He 
instructed them to wait “until the Father sends you the gift He promised . . .” (verse 4, NLT).

There’s an important word there: promised. In legal nomenclature, the word “promise” is a significant word. In contract 
law, a promise creates a legal obligation to a party to render performance for whatever was promised—either a good, 
service, or payment.

In Acts 1, a promise has been made by God for the outpouring of the Holy Spirit. The disciples were beneficiaries of that 
promise and were instructed to remain in Jerusalem to await fulfillment of the promised performance.

Likewise, just as the disciples were, we are also the intended beneficiaries of God’s promise of an outpouring of the Spirit. 
And God doesn’t break promises. The proper legal term for breaking a promise is “breach of contract.”

I rest gratefully in the assurance that all of God’s contracts are ironclad.

Recalibrate: God often makes us wait. Sometimes at great lengths. Why doesn’t God fulfill His promises with rapid 
speed?

Respond: Reflect on the times when you claimed a promise in Scripture and God rendered performance in a manner you 
did not expect. Pray a prayer of thanksgiving for the fulfillment of those promises.

Research: See if you can spot how emotions and logic play a role in your decision making today.

Recharge: Wonder/Adventure/Purpose

Dream about all the great adventures you and your child are going to 
experience together. Your first steps together, amazing crayon art works that 
you will hang on the fridge, your first camping trip. Know that God’s plans for 
you are good and they are worth waiting for. Dream big.

Draw a picture of something you are waiting for. Is it something that will 
happen soon or is it a long time away—like maybe learning to drive a car? God wants 
to be in your picture. He wants to be what you are waiting for. Can you draw 
Him in?

If you could choose one super power, what would it be? Jesus reminds His 
friends that they don’t have the super power of seeing the future. Do you 
think that helped or hurt their relationship with Jesus? 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TUESDAY, JANUARY 2, 2018
Series: The Mvmnt Message: The Acts of the Exalted Jesus Preacher: Andre Wang Reflection: Andre Wang 
Live Wonder: Zan Long Live Adventure: Zan Long Live Purpose: Jessyka Albert Editor: Becky De Oliveira  

Refresh: Open with prayer. Ask for the Holy Spirit to open your heart to new understanding and for God’s character to be 
revealed.

Read: Acts 1:1–11; 28:11–24, 30–31 in The Message (MSG). Note 1–3 insights or questions. 

Reflect: I have another disclosure to make in addition to yesterday’s revelation: I am a recovering politician. In 2010, I ran 
for a seat in the Oregon State Legislature. During my campaign, I assembled a small group of friends that I respected 
professionally, spiritually, and morally. This was not a campaign committee to advise me on political strategy. This was 
strictly an accountability group. Political campaigns are brutal, relentless endeavors. So once a week, I huddled with my 
friends to pray, discuss issues, and lean on their wisdom.

I’ve been a political junkie my entire life and holding office has always been a personal ambition. But since I was doing it 
for real, I realized that the endeavor was bigger than me. I wanted my group of friends to hold me accountable for being 
true to my motives for running. So I charged them with this pledge: “This campaign is about serving the community. If at 
any time this campaign this becomes all about me, say the word and we’re shutting the campaign down.” It never came to 
that—and I didn’t win the election. (And looking back, I count myself blessed beyond measure for having lost.)

It seems that the disciples had political ambitions of their own. In Acts 1:6, after they were told to wait for the outpouring of 
the Holy Spirit, they asked Jesus, “Master, are you going to restore the kingdom of Israel now? Is it time?”

They were told in no uncertain terms that not only was it not the time, it was also none of their business (verses 7–8). The 
disciples had missed the point. This wasn’t about political power. This wasn’t about them. This was much bigger.

To be beneficiaries of the Holy Spirit requires complete surrender of our will, our ambitions, and our agendas. 

Recalibrate: Ambition has taken on a negative connotation. God created us to have goals and aspirations. How can we 
use our personal ambitions to exemplify the character of Jesus and advance His kingdom?

Respond: As you start your day, ask for humility—that everything be all about Jesus, not about you.

Research: Read The Cost of Discipleship by Dietrich Bonhoeffer.

Recharge: Wonder/Adventure/Purpose 

Take time to enjoy where you are at. So often we wish for a full night’s sleep or 
for those first steps or for potty training to be complete. Hold your child and be 
thankful for this moment, this breath. As you take your child’s hand, know 

that God wants to hold yours, too.

Play “Follow the Leader.” Take turns following each other the best that you 
can. Do you like to follow or do you like to lead? Why? Who do you think 
would be the best leader ever?

As you go about your day, notice the things that make you impatient. What 
are some ways you could be more patient?  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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 3, 2017
Series: The Mvmnt Message: The Acts of the Exalted Jesus Preacher: Andre Wang Reflection: Andre Wang 
Live Wonder: Zan Long Live Adventure: Zan Long Live Purpose: Jessyka Albert Editor: Becky De Oliveira  

Refresh: Open with prayer. Ask for the Holy Spirit to open your heart to new understanding and for God’s character to be 
revealed.

Read: Acts 1:1–11; 28:11–24, 30–31 in the English Standard Version (ESV). Note 1–3 insights or questions. 

Reflect: The first time I ever had to appear in court, I was a law clerk for the Santa Clara County District Attorney in San 
Jose, California. I was a nervous wreck. My boss had been an incredible mentor to me—kind and nurturing yet firm. He 
taught me how to formulate and express legal arguments in a courtroom. On this particular day, the matter before the 
court was a pre-trial evidentiary motion. Since my boss was in trial in another courtroom, he assigned the appearance to 
me.

I remember sitting at the counsel table—trembling—and waiting for the hearing to start. I was intimidated by the tasks 
before me: knowing the facts of the case, mastering the legal arguments, and having the composure to speak coherently 
before a judge.

Then from the back of the courtroom I heard, “Pssssst. Good luck!” I turned around to see four of my fellow law clerks 
sitting behind me. They made a special trip from the office to support my rookie appearance in a courtroom. Having them 
behind me— both figuratively and literally—gave me the confidence boost I needed. I believed in me because they 
believed in me. And from then on, I made sure that I showed up to support new law clerks in their courtroom appearances.

There’s incredible encouragement and power in affirmation. Even if it’s just the affirmation of being present. Paul 
experienced this power on his journey to Rome (Acts 28:11–16). When he arrived in Rome, he had friends who had 
traveled 40 miles—a full day’s journey— to greet him. “On seeing them, Paul thanked God and took courage” (verse 15).

Think about the boost of courage that must have surged through Paul’s mind and body when he saw those men in Rome. 
God not only positions us in places where our talents can be used—He also places the right people in the right places.

Recalibrate: Why is fellowship and social affirmation so essential to the human condition?

Respond: Reflect on the people God has placed in key moments of your life. Pray the prayer of Paul, thanking God for 
placing those people in your life. Then reflect on specific people and instances where your presence can be a boost of 
encouragement. Pray that God will open your heart to see those opportunities.  

Research: Read What’s So Amazing About Grace, chapter 12, “No Oddballs Allowed,” by Philip Yancey.

Recharge: Wonder/Adventure/Purpose

Pray for the people who will help your family grow closer to each other and 
God. Pray for your friends today and for the families around you. If you have photos, 
show them to your child while you tell them what you love about the person in the 
photo. Ask them what they love about their friends and family.

The Bible is full of good friends. David and Jonathan. Naomi and Ruth. Jesus 
and His disciples. Paul and Timothy. Pray for your friends. Think of ways you 
can cheer them today.

The Bible tells us that Paul’s friends in Rome gave him courage and that he 
thanked God for them. Make a list of three people who give you courage and 
write them a note to let them know they’re special to you. 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THURSDAY, JANUARY 4, 2017
Series: The Mvmnt Message: The Acts of the Exalted Jesus Preacher: Andre Wang Reflection: Andre Wang 
Live Wonder: Zan Long Live Adventure: Zan Long Live Purpose: Jessyka Albert Editor: Becky De Oliveira  

Refresh: Open with prayer. Ask for the Holy Spirit to open your heart to new understanding and for God’s character to be 
revealed.

Read: Acts 1:1–11; 28:11–24, 30–31 in the New International Version (NIV). Note 1–3 insights or questions. 

Reflect: When I was in law school, I took a trial advocacy class. Its purpose was to train us in courtroom litigation and 
argumentation. I don’t remember much from the class, but I vividly remember the remonstrance the professor gave us on 
the last day of the term: “A good lawyer will argue the facts, argue the law, and argue his heart out.”

Persuasion is more than an scholastic exercise. When presenting a case before a jury, a lawyer will not only present an 
intellectual case (i.e., the facts and the law) but also appeal to the jury’s emotional side (i.e., the heart). The art of 
persuasion is, in many ways, a full body experience.

In Acts 28:17–24, we find Paul engaged in the masterful art of persuasion on the Exalted Jesus. His audience: the Jewish 
leadership; a group of the academic, theological, and political elite. And remember, Paul was in Roman custody so his 
“court appearance” took place with his wrists and ankles in shackles. And being the advocate that he was, Paul 
incorporated this into his argumentation: “It is because of the hope of Israel that I am bound with this chain” (verse 20).

In this passage, Paul followed the litigation methodology of my professor, arguing not only the facts and the law, but also 
arguing his heart out. Verse 23 states that “from morning till evening he explained and declared to them the kingdom of 
God and tried to convince them about Jesus from the Law of Moses and from the Prophets.” 

As instruments of the continuation of Jesus’ ministry on Earth, like Paul, we are advocates. Advocates and representatives 
of the Exalted Jesus and the kingdom of Heaven.

Recalibrate: What characteristics and attributes make an effective advocate for the kingdom of Heaven?

Respond: Throughout your day, conscientiously remind yourself that you are a child of God (1 John 3:1) and a 
representative of the Kingdom of Heaven (2 Corinthians 5:20).

Research: Read The Righteous Mind by Jonathan Haidt.

Recharge: Wonder/Adventure/Purpose

Play a game of sharing. Show your child what it means to share. Maybe you 
could share your seat. Make a drink and share it with two straws. Share some 
fries. Share your time and play a game and show how to lose well. Share the joy, the 
excitement, the pillow; share the wonder of life together.

Choose to show your friends how much you like them without using words. 
Share your toys. Share your craft things. Let them go first when you are 
playing a game or on the playground. This might be hard to keep doing—
especially if they don’t notice. Don’t worry—God sees all and He loves it when 
we use our actions. Know that God and all the angels are cheering you on.

Rumors can be really hurtful. Paul talks to the people in Rome about some of 
the rumors people have spread about Him. Make sure that you only say things that are 
true and that build people up! 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FRIDAY, JANUARY 5, 2017
Series: The Mvmnt Message: The Acts of the Exalted Jesus Preacher: Andre Wang Reflection: Andre Wang 
Live Wonder: Zan Long Live Adventure: Zan Long Live Purpose: Jessyka Albert Editor: Becky De Oliveira  

Refresh: Open with prayer. Ask for the Holy Spirit to open your heart to new understanding and for God’s character to be 
revealed.

Read: Acts 1:1–11; 28:11–24, 30–31 in the English Standard Version (ESV). Note 1–3 insights or questions.

Reflect: On my daughter’s first birthday, we held a party for her. It was a major event. After all, it was the first birthday of 
our first child. Our attention was focused on the success of the event itself—the food, the cake, the decorations, the 
games. As we immersed ourselves in the busyness of the preparations, my daughter was left crawling on the floor to play 
with her toys. Then it happened. She pulled herself up using the side of a chair and began to walk. It wasn’t until we 
conscientiously took our focus away from the birthday party itself that we noticed this milestone-of-milestones of childhood 
development. Needless to say, the day became a celebration of both her birthday and her mobility.

The opening scene of the book of Acts relates the familiar account of Jesus being taken up into Heaven. Often overlooked 
are two significant declarations made just before and just after Jesus’ ascension. In the first, Jesus’ followers, still fixated 
on political and governmental standing, asked Him, “Are you finally going to bring back the administrative power of 
Israel?” Jesus gently chastised them, saying that the time would eventually come, just not according to their timeline. He 
concluded with this blessing: “But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you will be my 
witnesses. . . to the ends of the earth.”

As the disciples stood with their mouths open looking up, two heavenly beings suddenly appeared and gave the second 
declaration: “Why are you looking up? He’ll be back. And it will be in the same way in which you saw Him go.” So began 
the continuation of the ministry of the Exalted Jesus on Earth. A ministry that will be ongoing until His return; a ministry 
that we are all called to be a part of. You may ask “How can I know where I fit in His ministry? What am I called to do? Do 
I even have any spiritual gifts?” I wrestle with these questions, too. But here’s my simple response: It’s not my problem. A 
daily surrender to the will of God is what makes you and me beneficiaries of the declaration of Acts 1.8: “[Then] you will 
receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you . . .” So let’s do this.

Recalibrate: What guideposts and signals does God use when He calls you to do something?

Respond: Reflect on the times when God impressed you to do something or go somewhere. Think of the signs that God 
used and ask whether they were obvious or subtle.

Research: Identify some unique ways your spiritual gifts can help spread the Gospel. 

Recharge: Wonder/Adventure/Purpose

Plan a treasure hunt for your child. It can be as simple as Post-it notes around 
the house. Show them what the note looks like, and then get them to see if 
they can find the next one. Always make sure that the next note can be seen 
from where the previous note was placed. Encourage them to find each one. 

Have a surprise at the end that your child will enjoy. Do it together. Have fun.

Ask your child if they think God has posted any signs for them to follow this 
week. Talk about how they might follow the signs God has given.

This week, we looked at the very beginning of Acts and the very end. We 
found Paul at the end of Acts 28 talking about Jesus with boldness—despite being 
thrown in jail, having mean rumors spread about him, and even being bitten 
by a snake! How do you stay bold even when you might have some ups and 
downs during the week? 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SATURDAY, JANUARY 6, 2017
We hope that you enjoy the message at Walla Walla University Church today. Consider joining one of our many Sabbath 
School or Bible Study Groups that meet around campus at or around10:30am (see our bulletin for exact schedules, 
wwuchurch.com/bulletin).

Saturday morning schedule
9:30am - First Serve worship service in the sanctuary 
10:30am - Sabbath School Classes
11:45am - Second Service in the sanctuary, and streaming live at wwuchurch.com

Other ways to engage:
1. Online Daily Walk: www.wwuchurch.com/#daily
2. Live Stream: wwuchurch.com or https://livestream.com/accounts/7962515
3. Archive of service: www.wwuchurch.com/worship-service-archive
4. Questions or more information? Email church@wallawalla.edu
5. Want to join a local small group? Email alareece.collie@wallawalla.edu
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